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INTRODU CTION

From the beginning of the recital preparation , which began

seriously about nine months prior to the performance, certain objectives were established.

These objectives dealt with the areas

of performance and composition.

Concerning the performance, the

object ives were to perform on the three "standard" symphonic
trumpets -- the Bb , C, and D -- with compe tency and musicality; to
play s uccessfu lly varying styles from the periods which produ ce d
great trumpet literature -- the Baroque and Modern -- and to impr ove
s pe cific personal technique problems.

S ince composition is an

integral part of the music process, it was hoped that an original
com position would notably increase the understanding of how to

write for bras s and also impart a greater knowledge of the interpre -

tive a s pects of musical performance .

Just as it is possible for

one to appreciate or understand music more fully if he ca n perf orm
well on an instrument because he knows mor e completely the per-

formance aspect of the musi c pr oc es s ; so also is it poss ible for one
to more fully understand and appr e ciate music if he has composed
because he knows more completely the creative aspect of the musical

process .

1

The report will be divided into two major portions.

The first

division will deal with the part of the recital whi c h relates

1
This idea is based on the assumption that music is a pr oc ess
involving creator, perf ormer, and li stener in the production of
aesthetic experiences.

directly to perf ormanc e and will consider what procedure s and
method s were used to fulfil l t he per forma nce ob jectives and how
successf ul they were in attaining these objectives.

In the

second division , the original composition, Quartet for Brass
Instruments, will be analyzed and related t o the composition ob jectives .

PERFORMANCE
Preparation

Introduction to the Trumpet
Although today one can find soprano trumpets fundamentally
pitched in Bb, C, D, Eb, F, G, and high Bb as well as contralto
and tenor trumpets pitched in low F, Eb, C, and Bb,

2

the Bb,

c,

and D trumpets were selected as the performing instruments for

this recital because of their more frequent usage and their
availability.

3

The present day trumpets probably descended from conch shells ,
hollowed-out tusks or animal horns, bamboo poles, or any other tubes,

all of which were first used like megaphones.

4

Very early the

trumpet became identified with a predominantly cylindrica 1 bore
and can trace its ancestry to the hasosra, a silve r, cylindrical

Jewish horn.

5

From the hasosra, the trumpet's lineage can be

2
vincent Bach, The Art of Trumpet Playing (Elkhart, Indiana:
Vincent Bach Corp., 1969), pp. 17-19.
3
Provided through the courtesy of the USU Musi c Department.
4
0ne of the most succinct yet adequate treatments of the history of the trumpet is found in Clyde E. Noble's The Psychology of
Cornet and Trumpet Playing (Missoula: The Mountain Press, 1964),
ch . 1. Other sources cons ulted were Curt Sachs, The History of
Musical Instruments (New York: w.w. Norton Publishers, 1940);
Canon Francis W. Galpin Old English Instruments of Music, 4th ed.
(New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1965), ch. X and XI; H.W.
Schwartz The Story of Musical Instruments (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1938), ch. VIII; Sibyl Marcuse Musical
Instruments: A Comprehensive Dictionary (Garden City, N.~
Doubleday and Co., 1960).
5
Noble, p. 7.
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traced to the sal pinx (tuba) of the Craeco-Roman era (1200 B.C . 500 A. D. ) through the busine of the Middle Ages (500 - 1400) to
the trumpet of the Renaissance (1400 - 1600) .

After t he Renaissance

the trumpet ' s major modification came with the invention of keys
and valves .

The trumpet , with its brilliant , pierci ng tone , has in its
early history been associated with ceremony , especially military.
The Egyptians used it in their religious ceremonies and kings and
governing officials have used it for ceremonial purposes as a vital

part of their regalia and as an indication of the stature of their
nobility.
During the Renaissance, trumpet playing became so specialized
into the divisions of feld trompete (playing field or principal
register) and clarino (playing high register) that guilds were
formed to perpetuate and protect the craft.

By the time of the

Baroque Period the ascendency of the trumpet (and especially the
clarion) was supreme with the trumpets occupying a higher status,
both physically and prestigiously, than the strings .

Virtuoso

clarino trumpeters like Gottfried Reiche, John Shore, and Valentine
Snow were eleva ted on a different level than the rest of the
orchestra .

Under these circumstances, from composers of the

Baroque Period like Bach , Telema nn, Albinoni , and Handel , great
orchestral and solo literature for the trumpet emerged .

Most of

the great literature was played on a clarino trumpet pitched in
low D,

however, with the addition of crooks the

fundamental C could be attained.

Other keys were employed but

the bulk of Baroque literature is in D or

c.

Since there were no valves, low-pitched trumpets were neces-

sary in order to produce the high harmonics which were close
enough to allow scale line passages.

Two other methods of chro-

rna tica lly altering tones used in the Baroque Period were " stopping ,"
similar to horn stopping still used in some French h orn playing
today, and using the slid e trumpet.

Gottfried Reiche, Bach's fir s t

trumpet player, performed on a five- coil ed 7 l/2 f oot long jager
trompete (stopping trumpet) pitched in D,and could play the semitone s of the D scale by hand stopping.

6

Today trumpet players enjoy the advantage of the valve , the
invention of which ha s been attributed to various people (Heinrich
Stol zel of Ples and Friedrich Bluhmel of Silesia) in about 1815.

7

But even with the advantage of valve s one ca n have only great
respect for the clarino players a s the music of that age is per-

formed upon today's more sophi s ti cated instruments .
After the application of the valve principle , trumpets began
to appear in various keys and were smaller and hi gher pitched than
the clarion.

Trumpets pitched in F be came extremely popular during

the late Romantic era.

Because of the vast amount of literature

played from varying periods, today' s symphony trumpet player must
have at his comma nd at least the Bb, C and D trumpets.
Problems.

Because of the differenc e s in length of tubing and

bore size , the re sistance is different in each of the three trumpet s .
The physica 1 sensations are different when they are played.

For

the n cv ice performer there is a tendenc y tll a ttt=!mpt t1J trant: f er

6

7

~•! oble,

p. 12.

scwart z , pp. 173-17'•; Sachs, pp. 425··428; Nobl e, p. 15.
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the Bb sound to both the C and D trumpets.

This can he a very

frustrating experience since for each note visualized there is
an automatic kinesthetic response; certain valves are depressed,

the embouchure is set in a particular way, and the aural so und
is preconceived.

When the air is first released and the lips

vibrate into the mouthpiece of the D trumpet for the first time,
what usually happens is a loss of orientation-- a blurping so und
comes out and one begins to hunt for which harmonic series he has
been playing in.

Initially, playing by ear is very difficult be-

cause of this disorientation.

What the performer has to do is

establish new sets of kinesthetic responses for each trumpet.
For a while one can think Bb kinesthetic responses transposed
into the pr oper key but the true cha ra cteristic tone quality of
the C and D trumpets are virtually impossible to attain this way.
If one wants to play the D trumpet with a D trumpet sound one

must think D kinesthetic responses.
The problem of acquiring new sets of kinesthetic re s ponses is
compounded when different brand trumpets are used.

Each brand of

trumpet has its own characteristic response and, when this is
added to the problem of pitch differences, the physical sensations
in performing can be radically different.

It was fortunate that

this performer had only two different brands with which to contend.
The C and D trumpets were both Yamahas and the Bb was a large
bore Bach Stradiva riu s .
Another real problem encountered in performing the higher
pitched trumpets is that of intonation.
note s which sound flat.

The rna j or pr ob lems are

Sharp notes can be compensated for by

simply lengthening the first or third valve tubing.

However, to

raise pitches that are too low one must "lip" the note up by

setti ng the embouchure and air column higher .

This procedure gives

the performer very little margin before the tone quality is destrayed, in addition to being an uncomfortable performing sensation.
The alternative is to search for other fingerings which will bring
the pitch closer to the sedires frequency .

The worst notes in this

regard on the Yamaha trumpets were those between written C/1 and
E natural inclusively.

~

lfES

The intonation of the D

trumpet was worse than the C trumpet.
Solutions.

During the nine months of recital preparation,

this performer was involved with various university performing
groups which required almost wholly the use of the Bb trumpet.
However,

this time was used to gradually become acquainted with

the C and D trumpets.

Two months pri or to the recital all three

trumpets were played every day .
various keys were practiced.

Scale patterns and arpeggios in

The order in which each instrument

was played during a single day's practice sc hedule varied.

It was

discovered quite early in this routine that the D trumpet was much
easier to adapt to than the C trumpet.

A possible explanation for

this might be that since the D trumpet is a major third a b ove the
Bb, it was easier to divorce oneself from thinking the Bb kinesthetic

responses because these responses were a more radical departure
from the Bb .

Conversely, the C trumpet was more difficult to master

because pi tchwise it is closer to the Bb trumpet and therefore it
was more difficult to prevent one from thinking Bb .

8

To solve the intonation problems on the C trumpet, the fir s t
s lide was pulled out about l/2 inch, D's were fingered one and
three, and fourth space E's were fingered one and two unless a
trill or embellishment between E and D occurred, in which case
third valve was used for the E.
The intonation problems of the D trumpet were solved in
a similar manner.

The first slide was not pulled; however, the

third slide had to be adjusted slightly for the fourth line D.
The valve fingerings for the D trumpet were the same as for the
C trump et with the addition of using one and three for all second
line G' s . (Further discussion of this finger adjustment will be
contained in a later section dealing with fingering problems).
By the time of the recital the performer felt quite comfortable
pe ·r forming on any of the three trumpets; pitches were centered and

each trumpet had its own characteristic so und.
Music Selection

After the ascendancy of the trumpet to the heights of popularity during the Baroque era, there ensued a period of sharp
decline, especially during the classical era.

Politicall y, this

was a time of great upheaval and revolution which brought about
a new relationship between the rulers and the ruled.
court with all its
in the same e s teem.

n~jesty

The royal

and even divine rights, was not held

The signs of nobility and privilege, of which

the royal trumpet was a part, were denigrated.

More significantly ,

the classical composers -- Mozart in particular -- disliked the
high penetrating sound of the clarion and its limited harmonics .

9

Orche s tral parts that had previously been written for clarino
were now being scored for the woodwinds -- oboe and clarinet.
With the passing of the Baroque era, c larino playing became quite
ra pidly extinct.

8

It has not been until the late Romantics

Wagner, Mahler, and Strauss -- that the orchestral writing for the
trumpet was anything but harmonic and rhythmic sup port.

Modern

composers have again recognized the potential of the trumpet as a
lyrical solo instrument with many pos s ibilities for unique effe c t s .
Consequently, after carefully analyzing the performer 1 s current.
c ompetency and capability, various s olos were selected from the
Baroque and Modern eras.

After several selections were played

and analyzed, the recital program number s were selected on the
ba s es of demonstrating the performer's stronger performance area s
and offering the performer sufficient challenge in order to realize

real progress in technical proficiency through recital preparation
and performance.

Problems.

One of the fir s t things evident in the mu s i c

s elected was the dramatic contrast in styles .

To capture the

distinctive but varying styles from the high brilliance of the
Baroque clarino in Telemann's Concerto in D to the subdued melancholy Bb trumpet of Robert Starer's InvocaJlon to the light frivolity of the fast movements of Maurice Emmanuel's Sona_!! was inde ed
a cha 11enge.
8

Noble, p. 11.
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A particular problem of the Baroque era is the execution of
various embellishments.

Upon what note does the Lrill starL?

long does the trill last?
played?

llow

In what manner should the mordant be

For the Baroque style to be realized , a knowledge of

these ornamentations is necessary.

The problem of embellishments is not only cognitive; it is
also physical and technical.
for anxiety.

High trills can be a terrific stimulus

This aspect of Baroque playing presents a par ticularly

difficult challenge for this performer.
a high trill would snund .

Usually only one note of

This was something which had to be

mastered in order to effectively realize the Baroque style.
The light French style pre sented seve ral problems to the
performer which will be discussed under the technical problem
of tonguing.
Solutions.

Listening was a vital part of formulating a concept

of various styles , especially Baroque.

careful ly listened to.

Several recordings were

Maurice Andre, the great French master of

the Baroque trumpet, was especially helpful, not only in formulating a concept of Baroque style , but also in creating a great
love for Baroque trumpet music.

Telernann's oboe concerti and

Bach's Brandenburg Concerti and or chestral suites were also part
of the listening plan.

In other styles , Timothy Dokschu tzer, the

Russian trumpet player, has made an impressive recording of the
Goedicke Concert Etude as well as other as other pieces whi ch demonstrated extreme smoothness and flow in the staccato style.
The idea behind listening is that before one can perform music
expressively in any style , he must have an aural image of what

11

the so und should be.

I t was di scove red that careful listening

br ought many new ideas int o the perf ormer' s own style .
The conceptual understanding of Baroque embellishment s came
from personal discussions with K. Newell Dayley , one of the performer's trumpet teachers, and Irving Wassermann, musicologist and

pianist of the Utah State University staff.

The technical know-

ledge of how to perform difficult trills came from Mr. Dayley and
Glen Fifield, also one of the performer's trumpet teachers.
To perform trills with facility one must "anchor on 11 or set

the embouchure and air stream for the upper n o te of the trill.
The tone must be sufficiently centered on the upper note , which
means the throat is as relaxed as possible, the back of the t ongue
is down out of the way on the floor of the mouth, and the soft
palate s lightly raised .

If the tone i s ce ntered on the upper

note with the throat and tongue in pr oper position, then the lower
n ote will be more apt to drop in when the valve is depressed .
When this procedure was followed for the trill on G above the
staff in the last movement of the Albinoni sonata, which had been
an extremely difficult trill, the result was a quite satisfactory
whole note trill.

The trill must be fingered cleanly with a pre-

c ise, definite up and down motion, but not too fast.
Clarke ' s Fourth Study in his Technical Studies

9

Herbert L.

provides an excel-

lent opportunity to practice trill technique and was used every day
until the performer felt he had acquired the kinesthetic resp ons e

9

Herbert L. Clarke, Techni cal Studies (New York:

1912), pp . 14-20.

Carl Fis c her,
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f or performing trills.

Embellishments are pers onal things to be

executed with ta s te and congruity of sty le.
Style relates directly with a number of technique problems.
Here the idea or conceptual aspects of sty le as well as the
technical problem of Baroque embellishments have been considered
since it is such an integral part of the Baroque style.
Technique
Technique is a col le ction of learned physi cal skills which
enable the musicia n to express himself according to the dictates of
the music he i s performing and his own personal sensitivity.

The

implementation of learned psychomotor skills not only involves
merely learning physical responses, but includes the development
of certain po sitive psychological or conce ptual attitudes.
other words,

processes .

In

the use of technique involves phy sical and mental

The following examination of technique pr ob lems and

attempted solutions will consider both aspects of technique when
they are applicable to the particular problem.
Endur ance .

The most obvious problem of endurance in any reci.tal

is the one of being able to perform so that the last pieces on the
program sound as fresh and can be played with as great an ease as
the first.

Since the demands of previous playing experiences,

such as two and three-hour dance jobs and musicals, had prepared
the performer for long hour s of playing , this kind of endurance
problem was not as cr iti cal as it might have been.

In fact, once

the recital pr ogra m was played straight through , skipping the slow ,
exclusively piano movements of the Telemann and Albinoni, without
much strain two months pri or to the re cital , this kind of endurance

1.3

problem did not cause much concern.
There was an endurance problem, however, and this was the

Adagio of the Telemann which demanded two and one half minutes of
continuous playing ,
0

concert D's

'

high B concert.

~

The last phrase of the Adagio has four high
and the tessitura is centered around a

If this opening movement of the recital could

be performed succ essfully, i.e. "endured," then the rea 1 test of
endurance would be over.

Sol ution s ,

Endurance is related to all other technical asp ects

of performing -- tonguing, r ange , and breathing in particular.
Even though endurance is perhaps a product of correct technique,
in all facets of playing there are some special techniques whi ch
result in greater endurance.

Fay Hanson, an authoritative cornet

and tr umpet teacher, lists four factors that influence endurance:
(1) cor rect playing habits, (2) proper and adequate warm-up, (3)
daily practice, and (4) frequent resting.

10

Of these four factors

mentioned, daily practice using correct methods of playing is possibly the mos t important.

Every brass player has probably experi-

enced rapidly waning endurance due to a period of neglect in
practicing.
endurance,

These factors are a good basis upon whi ch to build
There are additional specific factors which greatly aid

in building endurance:

(l) correct use of the breath mechanism

and breathing technique, (2) avoidance of excessive tongue and
throat tension, and (3) positive mental attitude,

1
°Fay Hanson, Brass Playins_: Mechanism and Technique (New York:
Carl Fischer, Inc., 1968), ch. X.

14

Herbert L. Clar ke, one of the world's mos t ren owned cor ne l
artists , ha s sai d that "pr o per wind co ntrol is 98i'o of co rr el· t

cornet playing."ll

Stan Kent on's lead trumpet pla ye r, Mike Vax ,

attributes power, range, and endurance to breath control and ad-

vocates specific breathing exercises.

12

Newell Dayley also teaches

the importance of breath control and playing on the air stream.
He contends that there is a ce rtain reaction in the lips a nd sur -

rou nding facial muscles to any g iven pitc h which i s pr od uced by a
combination of the velocity and vo lume of the air stream .

13

Dayley

rna inta ins that "hi s reaction provides the corre ct amount o f te n s ion
or relaxation . . . in the embouchure

• and c au ses the lip s to

resist the air stream sufficien tly to vibrate in sympathy with
it s pitch."

14

Not only has the performer realized an impr ovement of hi s
own tone with l ess eff or t, he ha s also noticed quite a drama tic

effect when he has introduced this meth od of breath a nd embouchure
control to his students .

Th e physical sensati on is one of pl aying

literally on the air s t ream .

It i s a wonderful sensat i on when,

after five h ours of pla yi n g , all one feels is a tingling in t he
lips.
The key to proper breathing is relaxation, espe c ially in the
throat and shoulder area.

11
12

These area s sh ou ld be relaxed and must

Noble, p. 67.

Fr om notes on a clinic conduct ed by Mike Vax at Brigham Young
University , August ll , 1971 .
13
Newell Dayley, Developmental Exercises and Technical Material s
for the Trumpet or Cornet (Unpublished paper, 1968), p. 13.
14
Ibid.
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be taught independence of tension.

A very common fault among

many brass players is the tendency for the throat , tongue, and
shoulder muscles to tense excessively when the muscles surrounding
the diaphragm area are pushing the air out .

In order to teach

these muscles independence from the breathing apparatus, this
performer practiced a retention exercise developed by Mr. Dayley.
It consisted of holding a normal capacity of air for several
seconds with the breathing apparatus alone while the throat was
open and the tongue, throat, and shoulders relaxed.
Included in the idea of muscular tension is the necessity
of minimizing embouchure and tongue movement .
movement can add greatly to fatigue.

Excessive muscular

Tongue movement will be

discussed in the section dealing with tongue technique.

It was

discoverecl that the less the embouchure moved the more fatigue

was reduced.

Playing on one embouchure s etting is one of the ba sic

theories behind the Maggio and Caruso meth ods of brass playing .
I f the sen sation could be felt that it was the air changing the

pitch rather than the lip, cheeks, or jaw, then fatigue was
red uced greatly.
When there is a feeling of relaxation in the vibrating area
and the s ensation that the breath velocity is determining the
pitch, the pitches produced tend to be more centered on the instru ment.

A c en tered tone will have a resonance and carrying power

that is immediately recognizable.

Not only is a centered tone

more aesthetically desirable, it is easier to produce.

There is a

sensation that the instrument is playing with you and is an
extens ion of yourself rather than a brass mechanism to be

16

battled and controlled.
The aspects of endurance discussed above have dealt primarily
with physical sensations and skills.

Mental attitude can also

be vitally important to the development of endurance.

Thinking

"thi s is relaxed and easy" is very cruc ial to endurance.

As

later examination will reveal, this is especially imperative in
the high register.

The Telemann Adagio was practiced while conc en-

trating on relaxation and this s eemed to ease the strain noticeably.
Another menta 1 operation that has a great deal to do with
endurance and range is that of anticipation.

By anticipating a

high note or interval the proper "po sitioning" of tongue, embou-

chure, and air stream is altered.

Once out of positi on, subsequent

tones are out of position, intonation becomes poor, pitches are no
longe r centered, and tones become more forced and diffi cult to
produce.

In an attempt to avoid anticipation, scale patterns were

practiced concentrating on each pitch with the air stream,and the
low notes of wide interval studies.

An example of a pa ssage easily

subject to anticipation is the first and third measure of the Adagio:

Beginning with the very first note, if the E were anticipated, the
C would lose its resonance and the "p osition " would be lost so
that s ub s equent notes would also lack resonanc e and vitality .

The

same reasoning applie$ to the G octave skip in bars one and three.
To avoid anticipation , one might mentally think about pitches in
the way illustrated graphically above the musical notation.

17

Range .

When range is mentioned to most trumpet players it

means the high range exclusively.

This is unfortunate for constant

concern with and playing in the high range can make the lips inflexible, stiff, and unresponsive.

The demands of range in the

recital were from low concert A in the Goedicke to high concert
E in the Telemann .

Since the performer has had a solid high

concert F for some time, the high range was not considered to pre-

sent many problems.

However, when high range problems are linked

with endurance problems, as they were in the Telemann, then range
could --and did -- present some problems.

At the beginning of

the recital preparation, the passage in the last movement of the
Telemann with the high E's seemed extremely difficult and sometimes
the upper notes in the passage would just cease to happen when
this passage was preceded by strenuous playing, such as the rest

of the Telemann.
Low range was definitely a problem in the Goedicke .

Scooped

and indefinite pitch, and late response were the most common
grievances, particularly in the double tongue passage with the low A.
Solutions.

Most of the solutions suggested for endurance are

applicable to range also.

It is important for the air stream to

be "sounding" the pitch desired.

When this occurs, the embouchure

muscles and throat muscles will not be over tensed .

The lips

must always have a relaxed sensation in order to vibrate freely in

the high range .

When the lips are over tensed, volume in the high

register is greatly decreased.

The lips are not as responsive so

that more air is needed to rna ke them respond and they, in turn,
tense more which starts the cycle all over again .

By putting the
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emphasis on the air stream the lips react with the correct tension.
As part of the daily warm-up, the performer would exhale air
saying "ho o" beginning on the low pitch C and progressing up the
seale one breath on a tone at a time, until double high C was
reached.

Scales and arpeggios with just the air str ea m were also

practiced.
A very common ly taught technique of reaching high notes is
that of using different vowel sounds for different levels of
the register.

15

This performer was taught to use "tah" in the

lower register and "ee" in the high register.

The danger of this

approach to high notes is that it tea ches one to tighten the
throat excessivel y, inducin~ th~'sensation of swallowin~

tongue.

16

If

11

tah 11 is C

where does one go after that?

and "ee" is G,

~

The almost automatic response is

to raise the back of the ton gue and lower the soft palate to the
extent that the air is shut off almost compl etely.

This may

produce the s ensation of the air leaking out of the nasal passages.
Physically and mentally, the high note you are playing should never
feel or be thought of as the top note of your range (a s ensation
the tah-ee method tend s to produce).

If you have the se n sat ion that

you could play an octave or a fifth higher, the high note you are
produc ing will have a much "rounder," more resonating quality.

15
16

The Maggio method in particular.

The Maggio method advocates Tah - Eee - Sss . Note how the Sss lowers
the back of the tongue slightl y and rai ses the tip .

19

To break the habit of Tah-Eee wa s diffi cu lt.

17

Pedal tones

were pra c ti c ed in an attempt to op en the throat while producing
a tone .

Scale pa ssages were practiced while conce ntratin g on

pu shi ng the back of the tongue down, raising the tip of the t ong ue
slightly, and opening the throat.

By using an over-compensating

pr oced ure, it was believed that the t ongue positi on would more
readily be corrected .

Just pri or

to the recital a fairly good

double high C began to be pr oduced -- seemin g to justify the use of
these meth ods .
Muc h of the ability to pr oduce h igh notes is depend ent up on
me nta l attitude.
effective.

Thinking l ow while playing high i s especially

A good way to do this is to play etudes an octave higher

than written .

18

Thinking and playing down into high n otes i s more

effective than playing or stretc hing up to high note s .

The low range pr obl e ms were th ought to be caused by a loss of
tong ue p osit ion and s pa c ing the lips too far apart.
solve these pr oblems , de scending scales were pla ye d

the top n ote of the scale.

In a ttempt to
11

anc h oring '' on

That is , the s et of the embouchure and

tongue were maintained as much as possible on the top note while
descending.
Tonguing.

Tonguing was believed to be one of the perf or mer's

maj or weaknesses.

19

Careful analysis of the tonguing pr oblems yielded

17
The use of the tongue and the throat to form pitc he s i s n ot
denied. The discussion here conc erns a prevalent exc e ssive us e of
the Tah-Eee method notic ed in the perf ormer and several s tudents .
18
Noble, pp. ll-12.
19
Tonguing, a s u s ed here, means the pr oc ess by which air is
released against the lip s t o start them vibrating.
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these determinations :

( l)

The embouchure wa s not complete ly s et

before the tongue wa s l owered; (2) Tongue plac ement as it went up
and down behind the teeth wa s s poradi c and haphazard; (3) The
back of the tongue wa s much too tense; (4) The tip of the tongue
did not form an air tight s eal ; (5) The tongue did not functi on
a s an articulator of the air str eam, but was used and perceived
as the originator of the tone; (6) The Ku part of double t onguing
wa s too far back in the thr oat .
The re s ults of these problems were fatigue after even s hort
pa ssa ges, tone s prec eded by air sco oped and s plattered t one s ,
lack of musical flow in tongued phras e s , a nd anxiety about tong uing .
So lutions.

To set up the embouchure so that it would remain

in position, an exerci se with the following routine wa s pract i ced
on sc ales:

(l)

Set e mbo uchure as i f

to play, gripping in cor ner s

of mo uth as hard a s po ssibl e; (2) Set tongue on roof of mouth as
i f to say "tih;" (3) Breathe through the nose; (4) Release tongue

and air.
e~ b o uchure

By "over s etting" the embouchure it was h oped that the
would be fir mly in plac e before tonguing.

This exer-

cise was used as a means to minimi ze embouchure movement.

To eliminate incon sis tent tongue placement at the tip, the
tongue was always set before inhaling.

This procedure wa s so

succ e ss ful immediately, that i t was taught to all the perf ormer' s
students with de tee ta bl y good re s ults .

I f the tongue i s s et be -

fore inhalation , the probability of the tongue muscle s remembering
that placement s eems t o be increa s ed.

In the fir st place , there is

a definite placement of the tongue for a longer peri od of time.
Secondly, the tongue movement up and down tends to be more pre cis e
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and traverses less distance.

With the tongue lying the the floor

of the mouth after inhalation, there must be a rapid up and down
motion of the tongue, increasing the liklihood of poor tongue
placement.

Notes have a tendency to be attacked.

With pre-inhala-

tion tongue placement, the motion of tonguing is only downward.
Notes are released rather than attacked.
The pre- inhalation setting of the tongue also seemed to create
a better air seal and keep the tongue more relaxed.

To encourage

tongue relaxation, scales with repeated notes were practiced,
trying to make the back of the tongue more relaxed with each
s ucc eeding note.
Perhaps the hardest thing to teach the tongue was that it
was merely the articulator of the air stream-- not a muscle which
pushed the air out.

Two exerci s e s were practiced which greatly

aided in producing thi s kind of tonguing sensation .

The first

involved articulating the air stream into a focused area on a sheet
of paper held in front of the performer.

The object was to have

the s ensation of keeping the air stream flowing all the time so
the paper would not jerk sporadically or return to a vertical
position, but that it would be constantly blown out by the flow
of air.

The second exercise consisted of playing harmonic arpeggios

as legato as possible, making them sound like slurs if possible and
keeping the air flow as constant as po ss ible.

After about two

weeks of these exercises daily, the performer suddenly felt as if
his tongue had been liberated.

Tonguing passages no longer seemed

so difficult or fatiguing, and anxiety about tonguing since then
ha s decreased greatly .
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Articulating the air s tream into a sheet of paper wa s also
a me t had u s ed to practi ce double tongui ng.

If the "tih" and

"kih" play the same pitch with the air stream then the mouth
cavity and tongue positi on are e ssentially correct.

The syl lable

"ku" was abandoned in favor of "kih" because "kih" i s much further
forward in the mouth,

Scales were practiced saying "ki tty ,"

trying not to separate the work into two distinct sy llable s .
the work "tick" was used on sea les.

Also,

These procedure s great l y aided

in placing the "kih" further forward, resulting in a much smoother
relaxed double tongue,
Fingering.

Fingering ha s always been a problem for this

performer because finger coordination has never been one of his
ass et s ,

With the use of the C a nd D trumpets , unfamiliar finger

patterns were introduced.

The one part icular valve combinotion

on the C and D trumpet s which presented the most difficulty was
from one and three fourth line D to me and two fourth s pac e E.
This combination occurs s everal times in both the Tel emann and
Albinoni, and caused just enough c hange in the timing to throw
t he lips and tongue out of timing also,

From the beginning , the

problem was diagnosed to be a weak third finger which wa s too
slow in coming up.
The Emmanuel Sonate pre s ented s everal fingerin g challenges,
e s pecially in the fast movements .

Being written in modal scal e

lines rather than major or minor scale line s meant that finger ing
combinations were le ss familiar,
~.

In the s low movements of the

and also in Stare r' s In~tion, the tendency to mo ve the

valves too slowly wa s evident.

As a result tones would be "sl urped."

23
Solutions .

Te c hnical Studies

Sp e c ific s tudie s used were Herbert L. Clarke • s

20

(parti c ularly the fourth) and H, Klo se ' s

209 Tone and Finger Exerci s es.

21

In addition to these written

studies , the following scale pattern, fr om low to high range in
all keys wa s pra c tic ed ever y day:

In all exer c ises, valves were pres sed firmly and quickly and a
s pe cia l eff ort wa s made to have the valves down and in pos iti on

be fo re the t one wa s so unded.

Parti c ular Problems
Many special problems have already been mentioned , but there
ar e a few which deserve parti cu lar attention ,
Anxiety.

The piece which the performer felt the least

confidence fr om the very beginning wa s the Emmanuel Sona te .

The

reas on for this was that it demanded so much in the areas where
the performer felt he was the weake st :

li ght, rapid staccato

t on g u ing, and difficult fingering combinati on s .

In fact , in the

be g inning, the pie ce wa s almo st deleted fr om t he pr og ram and it
was only the musical value of the piece and its special charm
for the perf orrr.er, plu s the realization that the c hallenges presented by the pie c e wo uld be worth working at and, i f mastered ,

20
Herbert L. Clarke, Tec hni cal Studies (New York: Carl
F isc her , 1912),
21
H. Klose, 209 Tone and Finger Exercises (New York: David
Gornston Publi sher s . 1964).
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would be a great addition to the perf ormer's technique, that

kept it in the pr ogram .

Of course , there were moments of anxiety

in all of the pieces performed, but the Sonate presented the
greatest challenge in this regard.
In order to combat anxiety, the plan of attack was to feel
so secure about the technically difficult passages that the pri-

mary consideration would be to express the musical elements in
those passages.

Unfortunately, the recital date arrived without

realizing complete success in feeling thi s secur ity.

The alternate

plan for combating insecurity was to accept the fact that some mistakes would be made, but to try to express the musical content

rather than worry about a few errors.
Intervals.

There were five pla ces in which playing intervals

presented difficulties.

In the Starer Invocation to make the

slur of a fifth smoothly fr om low C to G, which occur s seve ra l
times in the pie ce , was quite difficult.

It was discovered

while practicing Klose's 209 Tone and Finger Exercises to improve
finger technique that the first two pa ges of etudes were ver y
helpful in pr odu cing the pr oblem slur .
In using these exer cises and practicing the slur by itself, a
real key to making the slur smoothly was discovered.

I f the em-

bouchure and physical setup were cent ered on the top note G and
the low C was considered a dip down with the slur being merely a

return to normalc y , then the result wa s a beautiful,smooth slur .
If the embouchure and physical setu p were cent ered on the low C
and an attempt made to slur up to the G, many times there would be
an unresponsive break between the C and the G.

Using the former
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method, one did not have the s ensation of s lurring "up" but of

returning to norma ley.

Using the latter method , one did have the

sensation of stretching from a lower note up to a higher note,
particularly in the embouchure, throat, and tongue.

The performer

has used this device -- what he calls the "rubber band ana logy" -in teaching his students slurs and range.

It is easier to stretch

down than stretch up in slurs and in attempting to play high notes.
The other interval problems were found in the Emmanuel Sonate
and the Goedicke Concert Etude.

The first interval problem confronted

in the Sona te was a pp skip from low D to G above the staff in the

"Sarabande."

The problem that occurred was a too dra s tic alteration of the embouchure and back of the tongue position, resulting in a late or
non-responsing G.

The solution was to leave the third valve slide

in further than usual for the D and "lip" i t down.

This loosened

the lip and got the back of the tongue down further than usual
so that the position for the G was set up and it came in beautifully.

Perhaps the principle involved might be illu strated in this

way:

....
Initially Perfor1ed Relationship

Compensated Jlelationship

D

G
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The "distance" the embouchure moved was approximately the

same in both the initially perf ormed relationship and the compensa ted relationship, yet the one produces beautiful G's while
the other does not.
The last three interval problems involve the concept of
grouping.

From the Sona te 1 s "Gigue" are the following two

Rather than group the intervals rhythmically, which the perf ormer
found extremely difficult to play, the performer grouped them
according to ascending and descending lines, as marked by the
bra ckets .

The results in performance of the two different grou p-

ings were amazing.

By grouping in this way, one tends to mini-

mize embouchure movement.

A similar grouping problem, experienced in the last two
measures of the Concert Etude, was solved in the following way:
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The Fina 1 Week

During the final week before the recital,

the performer

began to "pace " himself, both physically and psychologically.
Total practice time during this peri od was about five hours a
day, practice sessions consisting of short periods of playing and
resting .

Psychologically, the performer did not allow himself to

experience a "bad day" in practice schedule .

Everything seemed

almost ready for performance.

Culmination*
This section of the paper will examine the detailed perf or -

manc e of each selection and will formulate certain general
principles and conclusions about the performance.
Concerto in D.

George Philip Telemann (1681-1767), composer

of the concerto, was the son of a German clergyman and one of the

most famous musicians of his time.

He received no formal training

but learned technique by studying the scores of great masters,
particularly Lully and Campra.
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He was such a prolific c omp o ser

that he could not remember what he had written.

Handel, who was

an associate of Telemann, said he could write an eight-part motet
as easily as anyone else might write a

le~ter. 23

Telemann wrote for all of the popular mediums of his day,
including the Passions, oratorios , cantatas , and operas.

This

22
Eric Blom (ed.), Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
5th Edition, Vol. VIII (New York: St . Martin's Press, Inc.,
1955), p. 370.
23
Ibid.

* For more complete understanding of this section , one should listen
to a tape recording of the recital.
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concerto for trumpet and orchestra i s rather a good example of

Telemann's style of mixing conventional counterpoint with Italian
operatic air.

ments .

It has the usual slow-fast - slow sequence of move -

Unity is provided through the use of the same melodic

intervals in the main theme of the last "Allegro" as are found in

the first measure of the "Adagio."
As the "Adagio" began, the perf ormer felt immediatel y that
the performance would be a good one .
were executed very satisfactorily .
of several errors occurred.

The first three measures
In the fifth measure, the first

A possib le explanation of this is

that in descending from the high concert Din the preceding
measure, the intensity of the air stream was relaxed too much so

that in the following ascending passage the "position" was lost and
the embouchure and air stream over compensated by being too tight .

- -J._

This might be illustrated in the following manner :

I

X

mus ica 1 1 ine
embouchure position
mistake

' "'- point of over compensati on
too much relaxation

This explanation rest s on the assumption that for every pitch
played there is a correct embouchure and air stream setti ng or
position .
There exists a particular position which maximizes the tone

quall.ty and the ease with which a tone is produced .

Graphically
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it could be c onsidered to be on a c ontinuum.
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each pitch has a certain amount of leeway,

I
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Because of intona-

tion problems and the fact that it is sometimes diffi c ult to pu s h

into the next harmonic series, the leeway for some tones is less
than for others .

For example, the fir s t leger line above the s t:<lff

A is usually a difficult note to produce on most trumpets and it
ha s less leeway than most other tone s .

This concept is espec ially

c ritical in the production of whole note trills .
Following the f i rst mist:<lke, (which came as somewhat of a
s urprise), most of the tones in the "Adagio" were not completely
centered,

Having missed once, the perf ormer was determined not

to miss again; consequently, the position for most of the tones
was much too high ,

Tightness in the tone and late responses were

two of the most common indicators of this problem.

From the first

indicated piano in the sixth measure to the end of the "Adagio " ,
these symptoms are prevalent .

Most of the er r ors in this section

can be attributed to "being out of position,"

Of course the

nervousness and tension of a performance of this kind exaggerated
the situation .

24
centered pitch is sometimes sacrificed when correct pitch
is not the centered one.
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Throughout the reci tal, and e s pe c ially the o pening "Ada g io,"
the performer experienced the sen s ati on of an overabundance of
air.

At the end of mu s ical phrases, rather than having the

se n sa tion of "refueling" with air , there was the feeling of
needing to expel air.

This particular kind of sensati on is not

unusual in performance and is an indication of "holding back"
with the air.

In order to .have a full, resonant, easy-flowing

t one one must "let the air go;" the s ensation should be as close
to normal breathing a s poss ible, with a relaxed but controlled
fl ow of air in and out.

The unplea sa ntness of experiencing an

overabundance of air c an often stimulate tension throughout the
breathing apparatus so that it s eems as though the air must be
taken in more often than is actually necessary.

Breathing

be comes shallow and labored.

This is exactly what happened t o the perf or mer .

In the last

f o ur measures of the "Adagi o ," a phrase which had been performed
in rehearsal many times in one breath, and at mo s t two, the
perf ormer breathed three time s and felt that he had t o force the
air in order to endure that far.

By the end of the "Adagio," anxiety level wa s quite hi gh.
The performer was not at a 11 confident that he would per severe t o
the end of the movement.

And the horrible thought that the

per formanc e would have to be halted in order to rec over was present,
especially coming into the last four measures .

It wa s with a

great deal of relief that the "Allegro" began.
The performer was so relieved that he relaxed too much and
forgot to get into p os ition for the first note of the fir s t
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entrance .

It was a g r ea t s h oc k t o hear the flrsl note sla rl

t)n

a low concert D in s tead of the conc ert A-- a wh o le flfth off .
Recovery wa s irranediate, but again, in determinati on not to make

any more mistakes, emb ouch ure pos ition was unusually high and
the tongue exceedingly hard.

Another noticable effect, perhaps

triggered by the insecurity of being out of position, was the
slight hesitancy before almo s t every entrance.

More will be said

concerning this effect later becau s e it was something which
occurred quite frequently throughout the recital.
The obvious mistake three measures before the end of the first
"Allegro" was caus ed by coming off the trill with the wr ong fingers
down.

This was but a premonition of what was to follow a s finger-

ings began to cause real problems.
The first long sixteenth -n o te passage in the last "Alle gro"

had always presented a c hallenge t o the fing er s but, thr ough
working on the fingering s as previously described, the problems
were thought to have been practically e l iminated.

However, in

perf ormance the old fingering problems began to reappear.

There

were obvious fingering error s in this six teenth-n ote pa ssage.

In

listening to the tape re cording of the performance, the major
pr oblem appears to be tonguing.

The tongue is much too hard so

that the even flow over the phrase i s almost lost.

However, in

listening to the playba ck s everal time s , a relati on shi p between
the fingering difficulty of the pa ssage and the hardness of the
tongue was ob s cured.

In other word s , the tenseness and anxiety

of one technique problem transf erred in some degree into other
technique areas.

This means that a performer must know hi s area s
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of weakness with their concomitant phy sica l sensations so that
these areas can be as well controlled, i.e. limited to their own
sph eres o f influence, a s possible.
Not all was completely bad, however.

There were a few

brief flashes of virtuosity, s uch a s some beautiful interval
skips in the "Adagio," (the oc tave leap in the third measure),
and the soaring passage in the la st "Alle g ro" which goes up to
high E.

The last hi gh con ce r t D o f the piece was effe ctive ,

though slight l y strained .
Sonata in C.

Thomas Albinoni (1671-1750), an Ita lia n com-

poser and violinist , wa s the son o f a pr os per o us paper merchant in

Ve ni ce .

25

He was one of the few musicians of the time who did

n ot need to make a living from hi s pr ofession.

As a comp os er of

instrumental musi c , he sta nd s midway between Carelli and Vivaldi.

26

He wr ote 48 to 50 operas as well as several chamber works, and
all of his works are quite individual in character .

27

Like

Telema nn, Albinoni follows the slow-fa st - slow-fast f ormat with
Grave, Alle gr o , Grave, Allegro movements .

Only the two Allegro

movements are scored for trumpet , while t he Grave movements were
scored originally for strings.
The problems of performance on the C trumpet were very
similar to the problems enco untered with the D trumpet.

In the

third measure the roughness of the f our six teenth notes can be
attributed to fingering problems .

Here was a ca s e of lack of

25
oscar Th ompson (ed.) The Internati onal Cyclo pedia of Mu s ic
and Musi c ians , 9th ed . (New York: Dod d, Mead & Co. , 1964) , p . 32 .
26
Bl om , Vol. I, p. 95 .
27
Th ompson , p. 32.
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coordination -- the fingers were behind the tongue.

Unf or tuna t ely,

the same problem occurred in bar 31.

Thi s was a particularly acute disappointment because of the many
hour s of work on this passage, only to have it played badly.
Again there were slight he s itations on entrances.
every entrance has the proper air support behind it.
so unds extremely cautious.

Not
The playing

There were a few well-perf ormed pa s -

sage s in the first movement which somewhat compensated for the
errors .

The s ection involving a return to the opening theme wa s

well done -- even the sixteenth note s flowed smoothly.

The worst and most obvious fingering error occurred in the
s ec ond "Allegro" in bar 17,

The move from E to D, back to E,

then D and C, which involved moving ba c k and forth fr om valve s
one and two to one and three, wa s so clumsily done that rhythm,
note s , tone, articulation-- all were lost,

14

In both Allegro movements, some of the bottom note s of trill s
did not drip in , indicating that embouc hure position was occasionally too high.

Positi on was not always bad, however .

In the

second "Allegro," where in two different places there is an
identical passage involving a high concert C,
perfect.

the position is

By keeping the C down, the high C comes in beautifully

Sonate.

Maurice Emmanuel (1862-1938) wa s a French composer

who studied with Bourgault-Ducoudray, Delibes, Savard, and
Bevaert.
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He eventually became profe ssor of music history at

the Paris Conservatoire.

His frequent use of modal scales from

his native Burgundy were initially c riticized but were later
regarded as original and musically ac ce ptable.

29

Emmanuel ha s

written, among several c hamber wor ks , some large-scale works
s uc h as the opera Promethee Enchaine (1915) and a symphonic
poem, Terre de Buetague (1890).

30

The titles of the f our movements of Emmanuel 1 s Sana te,

"Sarabande," "Allemande," "Aria, 11 and ncigue," are taken from

28
2

Thompson, p . 52.

9walter W. Cobbett, ed., Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music
(London: Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 3 78 .
30
waldo Selden Pratt, ed., The New Encyclopedia of Musi c and
Musicians (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc. , 1924), p. 335 .
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the old dance s uite s , following hi s penchant for the modes .
The "Sarabande

11

and "Allemande" are written in the Lydian mode,

beginning on a concert F; the "Aria" i s written in the Lydian

mode , beginning on Concert Bb; and the "Gigue" begins in the
Mix olydian mode on concert F and end s in the Lydian mode, beginning on concert F.

Use of the Lydian mode , and the particular

way in which the intervals of a fourth and fifth are us ed in the
melodic line gives a strong feeling of unity to the piece as a
whole.
One of the most ob vious and immediatel y identifiable problems
in the perf ormance of the slow movements of the Sonate, (the same
is applicable to S tarer' s Invocati on), i s the prevalence of scoo ped
pitc hes .

This wa s one of the perf ormer's o ld habit s , s till evident,

though t o a lesser de gree, in hi s playing .

The pr o blem stems

from the instability of the emb ouchure as note s are articulated.
Another performing idiosyncrasy, which le ss ened the impact of
the s low movements , was the perf ormer's habit of losing the rhythmic
feel and drive when playing slow, melodic pieces.

The problems of

late lip responses in the "Sarabande" and "Aria" wo uld probably have
been negligible if there had been a little more concentration on
rhythmic drive.
The leap of the eleventh in "Sarabande" , which had presented
some difficulty at first, was performed quite satisfactorily.

t*_;(FTrl-,, ~--~____,.ff11
t~

ttil
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The next entrance was scooped, however , due to instability of the
embouchure in making the octave change .

Th e other i n terval

difficulties pr eviously indicated as perfor ma nce problems were
played with almost complete success.
The major problems in both the "Allemande" and "Gigue"
were either directly caused by fingering problems or were
indirectly traceable to fingering problems.

Performing seemed

to revive and accentuate the old fingering difficulties which
had previously been considered mastered.
Invocation.

Robert Starer was born in Vienna in 1924.

He

studied at the State Academy of Music in Vienna and at the Jerusalem Conservatory during World War II .

He also studied at

Juilliard and later joined the faculty in 1949 .
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Starer's

music is notable for its "thematic eloquence" and basic tonality.
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An opera, The _ Intruder, ballets, symphonies, concertos, (one of
which has been performed by the New York Philharmonic), various
choral and chamber works are all part of Starer's compositional
output.

He has won the Guggenheim Fellowship for his compositions.

Invocation is a lyrical, moody piece which effective l y c omhines simple and compound meter.

Its melodic line relies upon

a unique combination of the intervals of a fifth, a second, and
the minor third followed by the major third.

The entire piece
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The be ginning i s s ubdued, muted, (with a hat mute), and pia ni s simo .

Structured in arch form, the themes are developed in

s equence and intensity until a f orti s simo climax is rea ched .
There i s a gradual s ub s idenc e with a return to the mute, and
t he piec e end s piani ss i mo .
Overa l l, Inv oc ati on wa s the be s t performed number on the
re c ital program.

There were a few rhy thmic mi s take s , l a te t 0ne

re s pon s e s , and s light "blurps ," but generally t one quality and
contr ol wa s good.

The s lurred interval of a fifth, pre vi ously

a pr oblem to perf orm, offered n o diffi c ulty in thi s perf ormanc e .
Agai n, the problems men t i oned were ca us ed primarily by being
out of pos iti on.

The mos t n o table example s of thi s were the

blurped n o te s at the climax and, in t he second bar fro m the end
of the piece, where the pitch of a n F# i s no ti c eably s harp, res ult ing in late lip re s pon s e in the sl ur fr om D t o G.

ll
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~.!!£._€!._t_ Etude.

Coming fr om a mu s i cttl fa mily , (hi :" f.1thC'r ,

grand f ather , and great grandfather were o r gani :' t s and e t ·m p os er ~) ,

it i s not unusual that Alexander Goedi c ke (1877-1957) sh ould
f o llow the family tradition,

33

The Moscow born piani st and

c omposer studied composition with Taneieff at the Moscow Conservatory .
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His first imp ortant composition was Dramatic

Overture for orche stra, in 1897.

He r e ceived the Rubenstein

Prize for his piano concerto in 1900.

Among his compositions

are two operas, three symphonies, conc ertos for trumpet and

French horn, as well as seve ral educational pieces for wind
instruments .
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Goedicke's art finds its roots in Reger , and

he "seeks depth of psychological expre s sion rather than colour."

36

Concert Etude is essentially in rondo form with an ABACACA
s tructure.

I t is a brilliantly written piece that sounds muc h

more difficult than it actually is to perform,

The piece demands

the ability to double-tongue very rapidly to be perf ormed effectively .

Although the piece is essentially a brilliant show number,

Goedicke gets his effects not fr om high note s , nor from showy
cadenzas, but from an inherent sense of rhythmic drive and c ontrol
and from effective understatement.
pianissimo on a second line G,

Imagine a show number ending

Yet that is exa ctly what Goedicke

has written.

33
Arthur Jacobs, A New Dictionary of Music
Ald ine Publishing Co ,, 1962), p. 146.
34
Thompson , p. 810 .
35
Ibid.
36- Cobbett, p. 474,
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There were seve ra

Conce rt Etude.
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di sa ppointme nts in the performance of

Arti c ulati on throughout wa s too hard and more

forced than it should ha ve been.

Thi s made the double-tongue

passages somewhat uneven and accented .

To demonstrate h ow

poorly the fingers were performing, a difficult fingering pa ssage ,
whi c h had been worked out long ago and which had been perf ormed in
rehearsal for three months without a fingering error, wa s played
~.L
I

I

r f1 1

tAnother pa ssage mi ss ed due to finger problems had never been
miss ed in rehearsal:

The reason the last hi gh A wa s missed wa s probabl y due to the fact
t hat five bar s earlier some fingering pr oblems occu rred whi ch
carried on for the next f our measures, so that by the time the
hi gh A measure wa s rea c hed, p osi ti on was poor due to strain whi c h
had come about a s a re su lt of the fingering problem.

Agai n, a

case of the "overlap princip l e" which wa s explained earlier.
The be s t things in performance were the qua s i ca ntabile
section s , e s peciall y the f ir st one.

There wa s a flow which the

perf ormer had been working for and ha d not yet quite attained.
the recital this goal wa s s ati sfactori ly realized.

In
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Evaluation and Conclusions

Performance on D, C, and Bb Trumpets
The objective of satisfactory performance on the three
trumpets was attained.
tic sound .

Each trumpet had its own characteris ·

In the next performance, however , the performer would

spend more time in warmup on each of the instruments.
The warmup period for the recital, which lasted about fifteen
minutes, was not long enough.

It was difficult to know how long

to warm up since everything needed to be "saved for" the opening
"Adagio" of the Telemann.

In retrospect, since the performer had

been practicing for five hours daily, he should have known it
would take more than fifteen minutes to get all facilities in
operating condition.

Perhaps this short warmup period accounts

for some of the very different physica 1 sensations experienced
while performing.

Performance of Vn rious Styles
The particular characteristics of each style, Baroque, French,
the lyric-moody, and the brilliant-flashy, were fairly well
realized.

Each style had distinctively contrasting features .

The two Baroque pieces stand apart from the others, as do each
of the other styles in contrast with the other styles represented.
Still by far the most elusive is the light, graceful, French style .
This is, of course, related to the various technique problems
encountered in the style, i.e . light, rapid tonguing , nimble
fingering, and acquiring a light, mellow, non-brassy tone .

These

problems will be evaluation in the consideration of technique.
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The Baroque style is c onceived a s one involving brilliance
o f t one and flow of rhythm,

Although the rhythm wa s not alway s

a s aggressive a s it might have been, the tone quality wa s quite
c hara c teristic of the Baroque style,

The tone occasionally had

an uncharacteristic vibrato, but for the most part was controlled.
The remaining two styles of playing are self-explanatory,
The main problem with the lyrical-moody style has already been
mentioned -- occasional scooped pitches and a tendency to lose
rhythmic drive.

For the brilliant-fla s hy style, the major

limitations were slow fingers and an inconsistent tongue,

Despite

the problems mentioned, east style wa s in clear contrast with the
others on the recital program.

Technique
An evaluation of technique is really like evaluating how
much progress was made in the pa s t nine months, when recital
preparation began.

To ba s e thi s evaluati on on one perf ormance

is somewhat superficial but the perf orma n c e, a s will be di s clos ed, was revealing in certain a s pe c t s of s trength s and

weakne ss es.
Endurance.

Long-range endurance was no problem.

That i s ,

the performer, at the conclusion of the recital, felt he could
start over and play the re c ital program completely (probably
with greater success, also),

Fatugue of this kind never entered

into the performance,
The endurance test of the Telemann "Adagio" was not passed
with complete success,

By the last phra s e of thi s movement, the

performer felt he was fini s hed,

But this was due to improper
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breathing which possibly was the cause of strai n and poor position .
However, had the per forme r experienced the same physical sensa tions nine months earlier, he would have been finished, without
a doubt.

Through the knowledge gained, the performer at least

knew how to cope with the situation well enough to somehow
make it through the piece, even if the performance left much to
be desired.

The fact of simply finishing the movement was an

accomplishment.
A postscript is necessary here.

From what the performer

learned in perf ormance , and from his progress since the recital
performance, the "Adagio" has been played many times with complete success concerning endurance and, in fact, with a feeling
of ease in many cases.
~~·

Although range was never really much of a problem

in this recital, the performer is pleased with pr ogress made in
this aspect of playing.
each time.

Double hi gh C is becoming easier to play

Nothing can compa re to the sensation of playing the

high passage in the last movement of the "Ada g i o. "

Tonguing.

Although the performance did not indicate this,

the area of mos t progre ss in the pa st nine months has been in
tonguing.

The performer no longer feels "limited by hi s tongue"

as he had felt previou s ly.

Tonguing now seems easy, whereas it
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had been difficult, even if articulation i s not a lw:1y~ co ntrolled.

The recital perf ormance indi cated that there i s still much to be
learned ab o ut proper t onguing and tonguing with complete control.
Hardne ss of attach wa s definitely indicated as a con tin uing
problem in the performance.

However, progress in this area since

the recital has been remarkable.

The performance was disappointing

in that i t did not s eem t o displa y the real pr ogre ss that had
been made.
Fingering.

The major weaknes s which surfa c ed in the recital

was the lack of good fingering technique.

This involves mor e than

just placing the correct fingers d own (although even thi s part of
finger i n g presents real problems to the perf ormer).

The f ingers

must be coordinated with all o ther aspects of playing -- tonguing,
embouchure set , and brea th contr ol .

Until fi ngering tec hnique is

impr oved the performer is gr eatl y limited in certain areas of
perf ormanc e.

Though there was some progres s in fin g ering facility,

this pro b lem was ever pre s ent in the recital.

Some of thi s is due,

perhap s , to a de-emphasis on fingering technique in the fina l week
of preparati on, whi c h was devoted almost exclusively to endurance,
tone contr ol , and tonguing.
Sin c e the recital there has been con s iderable pr ogre ss in
fingering ability.

Perhaps thi s is a pr oblem whi c h will eventually

be solved as other coordination pr oblems are so lved.
Partic ular Problems .

The s e pr oblems were exa mi ned and d i s-

cussed exten s ively in the problems of per fo rmance s ecti on of the
paper.

Almost with o ut fail, all parti cular pr oblems were well
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ha nd led .

Sinc e most of them demanded s pec ial and s pe cif i c sol u-

tions, they will not be di sc uss ed separately.
Conclusions
Physical sensations are different under performing conditions than under rehear sa 1 situations .

This statement seems

so obvious and yet it was a consideration which the performer
failed to calculate correctly.
How can one cope with the se differences?

Onl y by performing.

As a per son perf orms mor e frequently, he discovers that the disparity between rehearsal and perf or mance experienc e s is n ot so
great .

He also learns to re cogn ize t he phy s i cal s ensation s which

occur in performance and how to co pe with them.
In order to have had a more s uccessf ul recital the perf ormer
shou ld have performed at least once , i f not several time s , the
recital pr ogram in other perf orming s ituati ons.

Thr oughout the

recital the perf ormer se emed to revert to old perf ormanc e habits,
e s pe c iall y in the area s of t ong uing and fingering.
under anxiety the old ways s eemed more sec ure.
playing will take time to correct.

Perhap s

This a s pect of

As the performer continue s in

his present "better habits " the older habits will become more
di stant and less easy to fall ba c k on.
After careful and repeated listening to the re cording of t he
recital, a basic r hythm problem wa s obs erved
bel ow.
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and i s illu s trat ed
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This problem • ·a s pointed ou t t o the performer by Newell
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By hesitating rather than keeping steady rhythm coordination
is thrown slightly off balance, resulting in a mistake.
rule which might apply in this situation is keeping time.

The
This

increases the liklihood of predictability (i.e. consistency)
while hesitating fosters unpredictability (inconsistency, mistakes).

Many of the mistakes made in the recital might have been

eliminated if time had been kept.

This concept has been tried as

as the performer has played through the recital program.
results have been fantastic.

The

Rether than being concerned with

the technicalities of playing, which by now are esentially in
their proper position and relationship, the performer is concerned
with the time, and the music just happens.

In

su~tion,

the recital performing experience was a severe

disappointment to the performer.

It did not really display all

that the performer thought he had learned.

It was disgusting

that there was a reversion to old habits, and that the performance
overall was filled with many mistakes.

However, what was learned

in the process of performing the recital, both before and after,

has been an exciting and exceedingly informative experience.
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COMPOSITION
The Quartet for Brass Instruments was written in the period
from November, 1970 to Mar c h 1971 for a composition class at Utah
State University, under the instruction of Dr. Alma Dittmer.
The composition class was a study of twentieth-century composit ion .

Therefore, many techniques of that period were used;

multiple time signatures, parallel movement, unresolved disonances,
different harmonic schemes, etc.
Sana ta and Allegro
As the title of the movements indicate, they were named after
the different kinds of structure or form used.

The Sana ta Allegro

begins with an eight measure rhythmic introduction, then the
primary theme is introduced in the first trumpet part.

t \J r~ ufl1 i tij'tf9 tJiSicr ''at .».I@A
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The idea of the third measure of the theme is used many times in
the movement as an accompaniment pattern.

The a sequence of the

theme is repeated in the horn, and an inversion is played by the
second trumpet.

An important motive is presented in the bridge,

consisting of a diminished fifth up, followed by a descending
perfe ct fourth and a diminished fifth.
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Thi s mo tive is used in varying way s throughout the fi.r s t movemenl
as a rhythmic ac c ompaniment, as the ba s is for a c hord, and as

the motive for the coda.
The secondary theme is introduced by the trombone.
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This theme is repeated in the first trumpet, builds to a climax,
then leads to the development.

The first measure of the primar y

theme is the main idea developed through sequence, fugal treatment, and augmentation.

The s e c ondary theme appears for only

two measures in the development before the recapitulati on is
ushered in by a rhythmic play on the intervals of the third
measure of the primary theme.

After the recapitulation, tone

cl u s ters lead to the coda.
The intent of the first movement was to emphasize the
rhythmic capa bilitie s of brass instruments.

Harmony for the

Sonata Allegro was essentially quartal.

The second movement, which was the first written of the
three, is in the typi ca l ABA song form.

The A section attempts

to c reate a brooding mood by setting a melancholy, dissonant
flugel
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horn 3~gainst

an ostinato which consisted of horn and

A Bb trumpet was used in recital performance .
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trombone repeaterl l y playing a per fect fourth Lo

.1

major seve nlh.

The little used Locrian mode is used as a basis for the melodic
line .

In complete contrast , the B section is a rollicking 5/8
burlesque in Bb with trombone glissandos and ensemble "falls,"

i'."l {J_fB I ilJ
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After short, sporadic bursts from the ensemble, the quiet, brooding

Both A and B have climaxes on a high note in the melodic
line.

In fact, the music was conceived as an expression of the

psychological drive of attaining success,

"Success" is achieved

first through humor, but this is only momentary,

After the

success of humor in the third attempt, success is achieved in the
more serious episode and this is more lasting,
Chorale and Fugue
The chorale begins with a fortissimo Bb major chord which
immediately dissolves into moving dissonances.

The chorale is

just eight measures long with a 4/2 , 5/2, 4/2, 5/2 , 4/2 , 6/2 , 4/2 ,
4/2 rhythmic sc heme,
The fugue is a vivace 3/4 whose melodic content is taken from
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the first five measures plus one note of the chorale:
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The fugue theme is developed through inversion, retrograde, and
finally is stated in four parallel octaves in augmentation.
The second time the chorale enters it has more meaning
because of its relationship to the fugue.

The last chord pro-

gression comes directly from a leading tone cadence; the top
two voices move up one-half step, while the bottom two move
down one-half step.

The experience of writing was very interesting and educational.
The limitations of performing abilities were realized very vividly;
when in doubt, write simply.
The objective of experiencing the creative aspects of the
music process was a valuable one.

It caused the writer to

realize the limitations of musical notation in symbolizing musical
concepts and idea s.
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